Accurate prediction of the burial status of transmembrane residues of α-helix membrane protein by incorporating the structural and physicochemical features.
Predicting the burial status (the residue exposure to the lipid bilayer or buried within the protein core) of transmembrane (TM) residues of α-helix membrane protein (αHMP) is of great importance for genome-wide annotation and for experimental researchers to elucidate diverse physiological processes. In this work, we developed a new computational model that can be used for predicting the burial status of TM residues of αHMP. By incorporating physicochemical scales and conservation index, an efficient prediction model using least squares support vector machine (LS-SVM) was developed. The model was developed from 43 protein chains and its prediction ability was evaluated by an independent test set of other non-redundant ten protein chains. The prediction accuracy of our method was much better than the results of the reported works. Our results demonstrate that the LS-SVM prediction model incorporating structural and physicochemical features derived from sequence information could greatly improve the prediction accuracy.